
GENERAL AGREEMENT O N 

TARIFFS AND TRADE 

Committee on Balanc6-of-Paym6nts Restrictions 

DRAFT REPORT ON THE CONSULTATION UNDER ARTICLE XII:£(b) 
WITH THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA 

1. The Committee has conducted the 1968 consultation with th6 Republic of 

South Africa under the provisions of paragraph 4(b) of Article XII. The Committ66 

had before it a basic document prepared by the South African authorities (BOP/87) 

and documentation provided by the International Monetary Fund. 

2. In conducting the consultation the Committee followed the plan for such 

consultations recommended by the CONTRACTING PARTIES (BISD, Seventh Supplement, 

pages 97-98). The consultation was held on 1 November 1968. This report 

summarizes the discussion. 

Consultation with the International Monetary Fund 

3. Pursuant to the provisions of Article XV of the General Agreement, tb.6 

CONTRACTING PARTIES had invited the International Monetary Fund to consult with 

them in connexion with this consultation with South Africa. In accordance with 

th6 customary procedure the representative of the Fund was invited to make a 

statement supplementing the Fund's documentation concerning the position of 

South Africa. The statement made was as follows: 

"The Fund invites the attention of the CONTRACTING PARTIES to the 

Executive Board decision of October 16, 1968 taken at the conclusion of its 

most recent Article XIV consultation with South Africa and particularly to 

paragraphs 2, 3 and U which read as follows: 

•2. Gross domestic product rose in 1967 by nearly 7 per cent, in real 

terms, in part because of an exceptionally large harvest. Gross domestic 

expenditure increased rapidly in the early part of 1967 but thereafter 

advanced at a more moderate pace. Consumer prices rose by about 1 p6r cent 
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in the year ended June 1968, compared with an annual rate of increase 

of 3.4 per cent in the first half of 1967. The reduced pressure of 

domestic demand was. also reflected in a decline in imports in the 

course of 1967; in the first half of 1968, imports were nearly 9 per 

cent lower than a year earlier. Merchandise exports, assisted by the 

considerable rise in agricultural output, rose sharply during 1967; 

in the first half of 1968 they were 28 per cent higher than a year 

earlier. The current account after registering large deficits in the 

first half of 1967 moved into surplus in the second half of 1967. The 

net inflow of private capital accelerated in the early months of 1968 

and by the end of June 1968 total reserves amounted to R941 million 

($1,317 million), R426 million higher than a year earlier. 

'3. Since the last consultation, domestic policies have been aimed at 

eliminating excess demand and restraining increases in costs and prices. 

Budgetary policies have been tightened and there was a reduction in 

the year to March 1968 in banking sector claims on the public 

sector. The authorities have also continued their efforts to slow 

down the increase in bank credit to the private sector. The 

Government's stabilization efforts were greatly aided by stronger 

domestic financial policies, the large harvest, and reduced reliance 

on external restrictions. 

'4. The Fund welcomes the further progress mad6 in relaxing external 

restrictions and notes the intention of the South African authorities 

to continue to rely primarily on domestic financial policies in 

order to maintain internal and external balances. In view of the 

balance of payments and reserve position, the Fund urges tb.6 

elimination of the remaining restrictions maintained for balance-of-

payments reasons as rapidly as circumstances will permit"1. 
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4.. Following his opening statement the representative of South Africa stated 

that he wished also to bring to the Committee's attention certain further 

relaxations and simplifications of import control which had "been announced by-

South Africa only a week before the consultation. One item, namely offset 

duplicating master paper, had been transferred from the list of goods subject 

to general import permit to the pemit-free list covered by paragraph 1 -of. the 

import control orders. In addition, the list of goods enumerated in Annex B, 

Part 11(a) of BOP/87 (that is, 14-0 basic commodity groupings) had been 

completely deleted from the list cf goods subject to permit under specific 

import quotas determined from time to time, which meant that the goods, thus 

deleted from the relevant section of the import control orders (paragraph 4-(a) of 

import control orders) were presently subject to the same licensing procedures 

as those applicable to general merchandise (vide section 4(d)(iii) of BOP/87 or • 

paragraph 4(a)(i) of import control orders). As specific permits were no longer 

required for the importation of tho goods thus deleted from the lists of goods 

subject to such specific import permits, it meant that holders of general 

merchandise import permits could import the goods thus deleted freely under 

their existing import allocations for general merchandise. This gave them a 

wider choice of goods that may be imported under their general merchandise 

permits and there was also a considerable saving in administrative work for 

them since they no longer had to apply for specific permits for stich goods. 

In the following discussion references are made to paragraphs of the import 
control orders as they stood before the latest changes; these may be found in 
L/2969 and addenda. The new or1er- will be issued as soon as possible as an 
L/- document. 
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5. Furthermore, sixteen basic commodity groupings had been deleted from the 

list of goods enumerated in Annex B, Part Il(b) of BOF/87 (goods subject to 

permit under specific import quotas determined from time to time i.e. 

paragraph 4-(c) of import control orders which now appear under 4.(b)) which 

meant that these'goods were at present also subject to the same licensing 

procedures as those applicable to general merchandise (vide section 4-(d)(iii) 

of BOP/87 or paragraph 4.(a)(i) of import control orders). 

6. Finally, two basic commodity groupings (namely lace and radio receiving 

sets, including gram-radios) had*been deleted from the list of goods subject 

to specific import permit under the system of conversion of general 

merchandise permits (Annex C of BOP/87 or paragraph 5 of import control orders) 

which meant that these goods were at present also subject to the same licensing 

procedures as those applicable to general merchandise (section 4-(d)(iii) of 

BOP/87 or paragraph 4(a)(i) of import control orders). 

7. The South African representative stated that the import control policy 

for 1969 had been announced by the South African Minister of Economic Affairs 

shortly before the consultation was due to take place and that he would like 

also to bring details of the Minister's announcement to the notice of the 

Committee « 

8. In brief the policy announced for 1969 is as follows: 

(a) Spares, consumable stores, raw materials and components for industry 
(paragraph 2 of import control orders) 

Here a distinction is drawn between merchant importers and 

manufacturers. 

Merchant importers will receive an initial allocation equal to 

75 per cent of their total permit allocations for 1968 which were 

higher than those for 1967. The idea is that, according to customary 

practice, this initial allocation of import permits for 1969 will be 

followed by at least one further permit issue during 1969 to give them 

100 per cent of their 1968 permit receipts. 
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Manufacturers will receive their full permit requirements on 

application in order to enable them to maintain six months' stocks on 

the basis of their current consumption. 

Capital plant and equipment (paragraph 2 of import control orders) 

Here, again, a distinction is drawn between merchant importers 

and manufacturers. 

Merchant importers will receive, in respect of capital plant and 

equipment of an f.o.b. unit cost not exceeding R 1,000 which they 

supply to manufacturers, permit issues on the same basis as that 

applicable to merchant importers under (a) above. In respect of 

capital plant and equipment with an f.o.b. unit cost exceeding R 1,000, 

merchant importers will receive permits on an end-user basis. This 

means that they may apply for permits on behalf of individual 

manufacturers and such permits are then granted freely to them for 

purposes of replacement of obsolete equipment and for the promotion 

of efficiency through the modernization of equipment. 

Manufacturers will receive import facilities for capital plant 

and equipment on an individual application basis with due regard to 

the essential nature of the equipment required. 

General merchandise 

An initial allocation equal to 75 per cent of the total permit 

issues made to individual importers in respect of their 1968 imports 

of goods under paragraphs 4(a) and 4(b) of import control orders will 

be granted to them immediately, while a further issue of permits to 

bring them up to the levels of their total permit receipts for 1968 

will be made to them during 1969. The 1968 permit allocations were 

equal to 100 per cent of those for 1967 but were subsequently 

followed by an invitation to importers to apply for additional 
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import facilities for 1968 if they felt that such additional 

facilities were necessary to enable them to meet the demand for 

imported general merchandise. 

A large number of importers availed themselves of this facility 

with the result that their 1968 permit issues for general merchandise 

were raised above the 1967 levels. Since the 1968 permit issues 

constitute the basis for permit allocations for 1969? it means that 

those importers who applied for additional facilities for 1968 have 

correspondingly raised the basis on which they will receive permits 

for I969. This represents a further relaxation of the restrictions 

on the importation of general merchandise. 

(d) Motor vehicles 

The policy for 1969 remains the same as that for 1968 - vide 

section 4(b) of BOP/87. 

(e) Textile piece-goods (paragraph 4-(a)(ii) of import control orders) 

The policy for 1969 will be the same as that for 1968. This 

means that importers will receive immediately an initial allocation 

of 75 per cent of their total 1968 permit receipts while a further 

25 per cent issue will be made to them during 1969» thus bringing 

their 1969 permit issues up to the levels of those for 1968. 

9. Members of the Committee thanked the representative of South Africa for 

his statement and welcomed the new liberalization he had announed. It was 

recalled that there was a precedent for the announcement by South Africa of 

new liberalizations made just before a consultation, and this sequence of 

events could perhaps be interpreted as an indication of the value of the 

consultations. 
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10. The discussion then turned to an examination of South Africa's foreign 

exchange reserve position. Members of the Committee inquired, in the light of the 

decision of the Executive Board of the International Monetary Fund which had been 

communicated to them, as to how South Africa justified continued invocation of an 

article intended to give cover to countries in balance-of-payments difficulties. 

One member mentioned that his country had reserves equal to only about two 

months' needs, though it had not invoked Article XII for some years past, and 

asked the representative of the Fund just how the Fund took account of a country's 

level of reserves in formulating its view on the restrictions. The Fund 

representative stated that there could not, of course, be a formula or ratio of 

reserves to imports or total foreign exchange payments of general application 

for the determination of a particular country's exchange reserve needs. Decisions 

by the Executive Board of the International Monetary Fund represent a carefully 

considered judgment taking account not only of all the components of a country's 

balance of payments and external financial situation, but also of the relevant 

aspects of its domestic economic situation. He confirmed, in answer to another 

question, that the Fund statement on South Africa did not inlcude a reference 

to the effect that at the present time, the general level of South Africa's 

restrictions which are under reference "did not go beyond the extent necessary ...w. 

The Committee understood that the statement and especially the last sentence 

communicated was sufficient. 

11. Members noted that the increase in foreign-exchange reserves was not the 

only evidence of the strength and prosperity of South Africa's economy. Exports 

had increased in the first eight months of 1968 by some 20 per cent over last year, 

the current account balance was more favourable and anti-inflationary policies 

had largely succeeded in bringing about price stability; it seemed though that 

more remained to be done to improve productivity. They emphasized the contribution 
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which full liberalization of imports could make to supporting price stabilization 

and to helping the productivity programmes, and suggested that restrictions 

appeared to be maintained not so much en balance-of-payments grounds as for the 

protection of domestic industry. 

12. In reply the representative of South Africa noted that many factors 

entered into the complex judgment required to determine whether a given situation 

warranted complacency about the balance of payments. This judgment had to take 

account of all relevant external and internal circumstances either affecting 

or likely to affect the present and future level of exchange reserves of each 

individual country. Referring to the statement of a member of the Committee 

that his country had reserves which were only sufficient to cover two months' 

normal imports, the South African representative stated that he could cite other 

examples of countries with foreign exchange reserves sufficient to cover 

anything from six to twelve months' normal imports. He acknowledged that at 

R 1,020 million reserves were six times higher than they were at the end of I960. 

In the judgment of his Government, however, the present reserve position was 

due entirely to a number of exceptional circumstances which were unlikely to 

continue to exert their beneficial influences on the balance of payments in the 

coming year. The general trend of fluctuations in South Africa's reserves 

during the past eight years, which could be regarded as a representative period, 

in itself clearly showed that the present high level of reserves could not be 

regarded as normal. South Africa generally enjoys one good agricultural crop 

year in seven, and the 1966-67 crop had been remarkably favourable, so much so 

that exports of a bumper harvest had been carried over into 1968j this factor 
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was estimated to have brought in some R 200 million as a one-time foreign 

exchange gain. An abnormal capital inflow, much stimulated by uncertainties 

about key currencies, in the year ended in June 1968 had brought in at least 

R 340 million beyond what might normally have been expected. Reduced imports, 

due to anti-inflationary policies and restraint in Government purchasing, had 

certainly accounted for a saving of at least R 200 million over normal 

expenditures on imported goods. In addition, there were other special factors, 

such as the temporary increase in harbour receipts resulting from the closure 

of the Suez Canal. As regards the balance-of-payments prospects for 1969» it 

was expected that imports would rise reflecting the more liberal import policy 

and the requirements for capital goods to fill gaps created by postponements 

of Capital expenditures and for other goods to rebuild inventories and stock

piles. Imports, excluding expected commercial and strategic stockpiling, 

were estimated to rise by R 200 million over the expected 1968 level. Exports 

of agricultural goods were estimated to fall by R 100 million, particularly 

because of prevailing drought conditions, and it was expected that there would 

be a capital outflow of an additional R 120 million due to the relaxation of 

exchange control. Taking all these factors together it was estimated by the 

South African Reserve Bank that reserves by the end of 1969 might be down 

to R 600 million, or the equivalent of only three months' foreign exchange 

needs at the present level of imports. This did not take into account the 

possibility that South Africa's largest goldmine might have to close down 

owing to its flooding, with the loss of an annual gold output in excess of R 60 

million. These and other uncertainties, some peculiar to South Africa's 

internal and external situation, dictated a measure of caution with the 

utilization of the country's foreign reserves, although the South African Government 
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had made real substantial progress with the liberalization of its import policy 

as was evidenced by the five successive relaxations of import control that had 

been introduced during the past eighteen months. There were exceptional 

difficulties in eliminating immediately all import restrictions, particularly 

since the restrictions had been in force for twenty years, but South Africa 

was well aware of the. benefits of increasing the competitive position of its 

industries through a relaxation of import control and through further efforts 

at making the best use of its labour and other resources. No restrictive measure 

was maintained solely for protective reasons. The Government's hope was to be 

able to continue to move ahead with liberalization. On the other hand, it 

would be premature to contemplate the submission of a plan and schedule for 

the removal of the remaining restrictions as had been urged by some members 

of the Committee. The South African representative stated that comparisons 

between what other countries which had invoked Article XII have found themselves 

able to do by way of the submission of firm proposals for the removal of their 

import restrictions, and what was now being proposed for South Africa showed a 

certain lack of realism. Such comparisons failed to take account of the 

exceptional circumstances in which South Africa found itself - circumstances 

which in no way applied to the other countries concerned. Though only some 

15 per cent of imports were still being effectively restricted even before the 

latest liberalization measures were announced, it would still be a major step 

for the South African Government to move from the present stage of a modest 

restriction of imports to complete liberalization and one that could not yet be 

planned for on any meaningful basis. 
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13. Members of the Committee expressed the view that since there was clearly no 

present balance-of-payments difficulty, the answer to questions concerning 

balance-of-payments prospects would appear to be of key importance. They 

enquired whether South Africa believed that a worsening of the balance-of-payments 

situation was considered likely on a scale such as might create the "imminent 

threat" of a serious decline in reserves which would appear to constitute the 

only possible basis for continued invocation of Article XII. Members of the 

Committee expressed interest in this connexion in the components of South Africa's 

capital inflow and queried whether this inflow was attributable to/short-term 

factors as had been described; it must also reflect the strong earning capacity 

of some of South Africa's industries. Some funds which might have been trans

ferred for speculative reasons might well remain invested, in gold mining for 

example. To the extent that the funds represented investment, there was less 

risk of a reverse flow. In that connexion the question also arose whether 

South Africa would permit an outflow of the order that had been suggested. If 

the possibility of a reverse flow were over-estimated, the overall situation, 

which always involved some uncertainty, might in fact be as favourable to 

liberalization as it would ever be. 

14.. The representative of South Africa indicated that the private capital 

inflow fell, apart from a balancing item on errors and omissions, into three 

categories. Increases in funds going to the stock exchange were very large, 

particularly during the first half of 1968 when the rate was double that for 

the whole of 1967, accounting for an estimated total inflow of some 

R 120 million over the two years 1967-1968. The second category, other long-

term investments, hardly increased at all between the first and second half 

of 1967 and has in fact declined during the first half of this year. Short-

term capital movements were very erratic, switching for example from an outflow 

of R 25 million during the first half of 1967 to an inflow of R 39 million 

during the second half and only R 11 million during the first half of this year. 
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firrors and omissions cannot by their nature be analyzed. As to a possible 

reverse flow of capital, he stated that, in spite of exchange controls which 

could be employed to prevent certain capital outflows, there were various ways 

in which reserves would be adversely affected. There was the possibility of 

physically exporting stocks and shares from South Africa resulting in an 

increased outflow of foreign exchange by means of dividend and interest payments; 

there could certainly be a turnaround in leads and lags of international payments 

which might cost South Africa as much as R 250 million; and relaxations of 

controls affecting both residents and blocked assuts of non-residents, would 

after the most recent concessions, cost South Africa an estimated R 120 million 

per annum. Finally, some of the most profitable industries had been unable to 

transfer a large share of their earnings abroad due to the scarcity of capital 

brought about by the credit squeeze. All in all the time was judged less 

propitious for abandonment of import controls than might appear to outside 

observers. Individual countries' positions varied greatly as to reserve needs 

not only amongst themselves but also from time to time within the same country, 

and South Africa was not among those with minimum needs. 

15. It was observed by members of the Committee that the sale of shares of 

South African companies outside the country would still remain a credit in 

South Africa's balance of payments. The main point which they noted in this 

connexion was, however, that South Africa's own estimated reserve need seemed 

to increase even faster than her reserves. It was recalled that at the 

consultation in 1966 when reserves stood at R 538 million the Committee had 

strongly urged South Africa to draw up a plan and precise schedule that would 

indicate when trade partners might expect to see a progressive reduction and 

elimination of remaining import restrictions maintained on balance-of-payments 

grounds. However, South Africa had vigorously denied the possibility of 
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doing so. At last year's consultation, when reserves stood at R 

the representative of South Africa had looked for no dramatic change in this 

level of reserves and had noted that reserves were equivalent to barely-

half of the six-month requirement which in its judgment was necessary and had 

again referred to the impossibility of drawing up a plan and schedule. Thus 

while the direction in which South Africa's trade policy had in the meantime 

been moving was welcome, now that reserves had strengthened to over 

R 1,000 million, it would be most encouraging if South Africa could come 

forward with a schedule for the elimination of the relatively small range of 

remaining effective restrictions. The fact that some import permit allocations 

were not being- fully used by importers supported the view that liberalization 

would cause relatively little difficulty. From every point of view it seemed 

that South Africa could afford to make this move now and should do so. 

16. The representative of South Africa reminded the Committee that the 

15 per cent figure for imports under effective restriction should not be taken 

to mean more than had been claimed for it. Licensing extends to more than 

15 per cent of trade and the area of unused licences was outside what his 

authorities considered to be under "effective restriction". Moreover, the 

failure to use unused licences was not being taken as a reason for reducing 

licences in the succeeding period. The use of tariffs as an alternative to 

quantitative restrictions was not being considered, as had been suggested by 

some Committee members; it would hardly be in the GATT spirit to replace 

quantitative restrictions by high tariffs, not to mention that a substantial 

part of South Africa's tariffs was bound under GATT so that renegotiations 

would have to be gone through in order to obtain the necessary freedom in that 

area. 
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17. A number of questions were also put concerning measures especially in the 

monetary field which seemed inconsistent with the objective of limiting 

expenditures in order to avoid a threat of inflation. It was noted, for example, 

that permission seemed to be granted readily for the establishment of industries 

in "border areas" where the labour supply was plentiful. Another member 

commented on a reduction in the bank rate and the teriûination of a special 

7£ per cent reduction in monetary banks' discounts and advances. It also 

appeared that the Government might itself have contributed to the capital inflow 

which had seemed to aggravate the excess liquidity problem, another comment 

noted that certain policies with respect to employment of labour seamed poorly 

calculated to avoid higher production costs even though it was of key importance 

to South Africa to keep industrial costs competitive. Others noted the 

contribution which liberalization could make to supporting other 

anti-inflationary policies. 

18. In replyj the representative of South Africa stated that the apparent 

anomaly in the monetary relaxations was explained by the fact that the various 

credit restrictions and anti-inflationary measures in force had been judged to 

be somewhat in excess of what were needed at that particular point of time; 

the extra 7% per cent credit ceiling measure had moreover been intended to be of 

a temporary nature only so that its lifting involved only a return to the 

status quo ante. Similarly as to the reduction of •£• per cent in the Bank rate, 

it should be borne in mind that the lending rates of the banks were increased 

fairly generally last year, not as a result of a further increase"in Bank rate 

or at the insistence of the authorities, but with a view to meeting increased 

costs, including higher deposit rates. As for the share of government and 

banking in the capital inflow, the central government and banking sector acéount 
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had moved from a credit position ofR36 million in the first half of 1968 to an 

estimated credit of onlyR 5 million in the second half; about half of these 

funds had been of a long-term character in the first period and nearly all in 

the second. As regards the subject of costs in industry, with one third of its 

export earnings coming from a commodity whose price was fixed and beyond 

South Africa's control, the South African Government was well aware of the need 

for keeping industrial costs as low as possible. 

19. Members of the Committee continued to express reservations as to whether 

South Africa's remaining restrictions were appropriate under the terms of 

Article XII,.and as to whether there were any real intent to abandon 

quantitative restrictions, however the balance-of-payments situation might ;, 

evolve. It was noted in this connexion that as recently as August 1968 the 

value of liberalization as a tool of economic policy in effect had been denied 

by the Minister of Economic Affairs when he stated (L/2969/Add.4.) that a 

further general relaxation of import control on a global basis would hot at this 

stage have the desired effect, as it had come to his notice that numerous 

importers were unable to make full use of their permit allocations. The 

Minister had therefore felt that the granting of additional import facilities 

would not make any notable contribution towards easing domestic liquidity 

problems. Further along in the same statement there was reference to the need 

to pay due regard to "existing domestic production" in deciding upon 

appropriate areas for import relaxation. Such views could hardly encourage the 

Committee to believe that liberalization was being seriously considered in 

spite of encouraging developments in South Africa's external trade, in capital 

inflows and in the movement of its reserves. It appeared to them that any 

further internal problems which South Africa might face could readily be 

handled by internal measures rather than by protection through restrictions on 

imports. 
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20. The representative of South Africa stated that the quotations drawn from 

certain Ministerial statements of his Government had been eiied out of their 

proper context. He again assured the Committee that his Government fully 

appreciated the importance of a sustained forward movement and the important 

rôle which liberalisation of imports had to play in the objective of containing 

inflation. Import controls were being kept under continuing review. The measures 

which he had announced to the Committee had been decided upon subsequent to the 

Minister's statement, which only recognized frankly the unavoidable protective 

incidence of restrictions long maintained. Ke stated that the Government had 

also issued a firm warning to all domestic industries not to rely on import 

controls and to apply for added tariff protection if they could not compete on 

the basis of the present tariff alone. Two strong moves had been made to reduce 

protection and only a small sector, which was to be reconsidered soon, still 

retained this shelter. 

System and methods of the restrictions and effects of the 
restrictions 

21. There was an exchange of views designed to clarify the nature of the new 

measures taken by the Government of South Africa on 25 October, which the 

representative of South Africa had announced at the outset. In this discussion 

it was established that one item had been freed from the requirement of 

licensing; that a number of items subject to quota restriction on which it had 

formerly been necessary to have licences specifically endorsed for importation of 

the particular product, could now be imported with any permit valid for general 

merchandise or spares, consumable stores, raw materials and components for 

industry; that another list of products still subject to quota and the specific 

licensing requirement had been modified and shortenedj and that two items subject 

to specific permit under the system of conversion of general merchandise permits 

had been deleted from this most restrictive licensing procedure. The resulting 

relaxations and simplifications of import control were welcomed by the Committee, 

although the new measures still left all goods subject to one of five kinds of 

licensing procedure with the exception of the named items in the free list. 

Members of the Committee called attention in this connexion to the desirability of 

removing items from the restricted list which constituted the most severe part of 

the restrictive system. 
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22. The representative of South Africa pointed out that since the time of the 

last consultation there had been substantial additional liberalization moves, 

prior to the latest modifications of import control, the net result of which vas 

to reduce the highly restricted list from some 200 items to twenty-two. He 

acknowledged that the restricted list was the most restrictive part of the system. 

He added, however, that there had also been a change in the conversion factor 

applicable to imports of these restricted items so that importers had to forfeit 

only R 2 of general merchandise permits instead of R 3, in order to obtain R 1 of 

permits for goods on the restricted list. In reply to a question as to the 

reasons for the discretion which had been left to the Minister of Economic Affairs 

to refuse applications for the conversion of general merchandise permits into 

specific permits for goods on the restricted list, or to authorize such conversion 

only on such conditions as the Minister may determine, the South African 

representative explained that many importers with liberal allocations of general 

merchandise permits had recently shown a tendency to concentrate all their 

applications for conversion facilities only on one or two items in the restricted 

list with a consequent disruption of normal trading patterns and an injudicious 

utilization of the total amount of foreign currency which could be set aside for 

the importation of all goods on the restricted list. The South African 

authorities felt that this tendency had to be curbed since it was still necessary 

to spread imports in this category over all commodities appearing on the 

restricted list in order to ensure that minimum commercial quantities of all the 

goods still subject to severe restriction would be admitted into the country, 

thereby also ensuring that there would not be discrimination against the trade 

of particular supplying countries. 

23. Commenting on licensing policy as a whole, members noted that the 

maintenance of the previous year's level of licensing might be somewhat more 

restrictive than would appear because of price increases. The South African 

representative conceded that this was partially true, but pointed out that some 

prices had in fact declined as a result of the devaluation of certain currencies. 
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Sorac members cf the Committee expressed interest in knowing how quantities to be 

licensed were decided in those cases wher^ no level of licensing is published, as 

for example in the case of the strategic goods mentioned in (B) at the top of * 

page 4, of BCP/37 and the itéras referred to in the next paragraph (G), i.e. those 

recently transferred from the restrictive regime of paragraph 5 of the 

Import Control Orders. The level of licensing fcr capital goods arid consumer 

goods for which further import allocations had been announced on 1 August on a 

selective basis (paragraph (e) on page 6, B0P/Ô7), would also be of interest in 

view of drastic reductions which had taken place in certain textile imports after 

1967, when imports had been reduced tc about 20 per cent of their previous level. 

A member of the Committee noted that in some cases where applications were made 

for increased tariffs, goods sometimes stayed on quota even after a very high tariff 

had been accorded. 

24-. With respect to goods for which the specific levels of licensing are published, 

the South African representative stated that import facilities are granted on a 

selective basis on receipt of individual applications. This applied particularly 

to the large number of strategic Commodities in Annex BII(b) of BOP/87 in respect 

of which it was considered necessary to restrict imports to particular importers 

participating in the stockpiling programmes. As regards the other goods (i.e. • 

of a non-strategic nature) appearing in Annex Bll(b) of BOP/37, the South African 

representative explained that the inclusion cf these goods in. that particular list 

should be seen as an interim stage between their removal from the restricted list 

and their licensing under the more liberal procedures applicable to general, 

merchandise. The intention was to review the licensing regime in respect-of these 

commodities during 1969 with a view to transferring some of them to the mere 

liberal régime applicable to general merchandise. The South African representive 

stated that the licensing systan applicable to individual categories of 

commodities would be clearer if reference was made to the import policy for 1969 

which had been announced by the iiiiiister of Economic Affairs and which was included 

in the opening statement made by the South African representative. In this 

statement a clear distinction was drawn between the licensing procedures applicable 
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to spares, consumable stores, rav materials and components for industry; capital 

plant and equipment; general merchandise; motor vehicles and textile piece-goods. 

In respect of the first two categories of imports, viz. spares, consumable stores, 

raw materials and components for industry as well as capital plant and equipment, 

the licensing system clearly distinguished between imports by merchants and those 

by manufacturers themselves; the levels of import allocations received by each 

of these two groups cf importers were set out in the policy statement for 1969 

which was included in the South African representative's opening remarks. 

General 

25. The Committee recognized that some progress had been made by South Africa 

towards liberalization and simplification of the import system, but considered 

that the level of restrictions maintained by South Africa was not warranted by the 

present balance-of-payments position and the level of foreign exchange reserves. 

They noted that there was some uncertainty as to the balance-of-payments prospects 

and that this was relevant to the question of South Africa's continued recourse 

to the provisions of Article XII. They urged South Africa to review the need for 

continued invocation of Article XII in the light of the balance-of-payments 

prospects and to consider the possibility of submitting at an early date a plan 

and schedule for the elimination of remaining restrictions. 

Annex - Opening statement by the representative of South Africa. 


